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Abstract
The increased number of smartphone-connected devices and the pervasive presence of sensors enabled
the application of localization and tracking technologies in multiple contexts. Health, customer care,
traveling, crowd management are just some of the possible fields where an Indoor Positioning System
could be useful. Despite the effort of the research community, the integration of an Indoor Positioning
System within an application is still difficult since it requires expertise in diverse fields like commu-
nication technologies, localization techniques, and hardware. This paper presents TraceMeNow, an
open-source framework for developing applications comprising an Indoor Positioning System based on
Bluetooth Low Energy and low-cost hardware. TraceMeNow is designed to improve developers’ expe-
rience without requiring specific knowledge to be used, thus aiming to be a simple and valuable tool
suitable for different situations and accessible to any developer. TraceMeNow adopts a modular archi-
tecture enhancing the interoperability between components and supporting the developer throughout
all the implementation phases. We aim to show the flexibility and ease of use of our framework by
presenting an application to address a real-world use case. TraceMeNow aims to reduce the cost and
the effort needed to create an application comprising an Indoor Positioning System, providing the ba-
sis for all the components and relying on mainstream technologies for hardware and communication.
Moreover, TraceMeNow allows developers exploiting cloud computing when facing large scenarios with
specific requirements such as high scalability and reliability, maintaining the same ease of use since the
interaction with the provider is entirely abstracted.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, Indoor Positioning System (IPS) is a growing research area due to the rising necessity
to track people and objects in a variety of contexts [1] exploiting indoor localization. This field
involves several technologies to obtain information associated with a particular position within
buildings. The global market size of indoor localization is expected to increase from USD 6.1
billion in 2020 to USD 17.0 billion by 2025 [2]. The major growth factors are the increased number
of smartphone-connected devices and location-aware technologies, as well as the pervasive
presence of sensors and smart objects, enabling the integration of indoor localization in countless
applications. Most IPSs are used in different vertical sectors, such as health, to help in hospital
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tracking [3] [4] and improve epidemic control measures [5], workspace-management [6], and
tourism [7], but there are many possible use cases. Spacing from customer care and traveling,
from crowd management and surveillance, many fields could benefit from adopting an IPS
improving people’s experience, services, security, and organization [8].

Despite the great interest of the scientific community, indoor localization is still far from
mature and has many open challenges [9]. Developing an application exploiting an IPS requires
knowledge in diverse fields due to the number of involved technologies, techniques, and
algorithms. Programmers need to choose the communication technology, the localization
techniques, the hardware involved besides the software to use, and the application design.

Although some attempts have been made to ease the development of an IPS, it is still an
open research area. In general, prior studies are limited to a subset of issues regarding indoor
localization, namely identifying the most suitable communication technology or improving the
position estimation through signal processing and filtering. Moreover, no other works in the
literature focus the attention on the developers’ experience. The existing solutions are usually
related to a specific context or hard to use for non-experts and rarely provide code access.

The aim of this work is to propose a tool specifically designed to support programmers for
the development and the integration of an IPS within an application without requiring deep
knowledge in signal processing, communication technologies, or hardware implementation.

In this work, we introduce TraceMeNow, an open-source framework for developing applica-
tions exploiting IPS, based on Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). TraceMeNow allows programmers
to build software thanks to a modular architecture simplifying the implementation of tracking
and localization modules within an indoor environment using low-cost devices. Each compo-
nent of the framework has a dedicated library with default functionalities designed to support
the developer in several situations. Additionally, every method can be easily customized, and
new features can be introduced if needed. Furthermore, the framework includes the possibility
to exploit cloud computing resources to gain scalability and manage large scenarios. Complete
code, full documentation and other material about TraceMeNow is available on GitHub1.

We present the flexibility and ease of use of TraceMeNow by describing an application de-
signed to address a real-world scenario. We propose the Attendance Management System (AMS)
helping to manage the presence and the punctuality of employees within companies, offices,
and factories. In detail, AMS turns employees’ smartphones into an access badge automatically
detected and tracked when located within the workplace where the tracking nodes are installed.
The devices sense the employees’ movements and report the information to a central server
monitoring the building. The application complete code is available on GitHub2.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the related work. Section 3 presents
TraceMeNow, its architecture, and its components. Section 4 introduces the AMS design.
Section 5 includes the conclusion and future work.

1TraceMeNow official GitHub repository - https://github.com/isislab-unisa/trace-me-now
2TraceMeNow: Attendance Management System - https://bit.ly/attendance-management-system
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2. Related Work

Several studies in the literature regard techniques to improve the accuracy of position estimation,
using algorithms and filtering techniques concerning signal processing. Jiang et al. [10] described
an algorithm based on trilateration and a dynamic-circle-expanding mechanism, while Yan
et al. [11] proposed a multi-dimensional scaling-based approach. The work of Zhuang et
al. [12] exploited a more sophisticated technique based on a combination of channel-separate
polynomial regression model, channel-separate fingerprinting, outlier detection, and extended
Kalman filtering to increment the accuracy in smartphone-based indoor localization. The
same problem is addressed in Satan et al. [13] and Ciabattoni et al. [14], proposing an Android
application and an architecture for IPS, based on smartphones, respectively.

Another area of research in indoor localization concerns systems to address specific situations
or tied to particular hardware. SmartITS [15] is a human identification, monitoring, and location
tracking system based on GPS, Wi-Fi, and BLE. However, the system needs devices with certain
characteristics, and the authors do not provide an open-source implementation. Similar issues
are found in the IoT-based and BLE-based IPS presented in Mekki et al. [16] since it requires
specific devices. Regarding solutions for vertical sectors, the work of Nguyen et al. [4] proposes
an asset tracking and real-time location system for hospitals using RSSI-based estimation and
BLE. Belka et al. [7] presents an IoT solution for BLE-based indoor tracking systems for smart
tourism exploiting IoT sensors, while Li et al. [17] introduces a framework for indoor localization
with dedicated algorithms for emergency systems.

Other works in the literature report several solutions aiming to improve the development
process of an IPS. Anyplace 4.0 IoT [18] is an open-source architecture for localization using
the physical environment data stored in a database for estimation. Teran et al. [19] employed a
similar approach introducing a modular system able to compute the position after a training
and calibration phase. A framework for IPS development is present in Jimenez et al. [20] with
an open-source multi-sensor framework for indoor smartphone positioning providing a series
of tools to collect and interpret data. However, the system requires knowledge in managing and
exploiting the information received from the different sensors.

The scientific community exhibited a growing interest in indoor localization, proposing
various studies addressing different aspects of the topic. However, although some attempts
have been made to ease the development and the integration of an IPS within an application,
it is still an open problem. As described before, the existing solutions are complex to use
or focus only on acquiring better positioning accuracy giving little attention to code and
developer experience. A practical IPS should bear the properties like easy implementation,
acceptable localization accuracy, feasible system cost, scalability and robustness, and reasonable
computational complexity [9]. Moreover, an application needs to be accurately designed to
exploit an IPS with these characteristics. Programmers have to deal with the different hardware
and software technologies included, besides writing the code.

The objective of this work is to propose a simple and valuable tool suitable for any situation
and accessible for developers with low experience in indoor localization and related technologies.
We introduce TraceMeNow, an open-source framework for developing IPS compatible with
standard and cheap devices, suitable for any scenario. The flexibility of TraceMeNow unties it
from a specific usage, as it happens in existing works dedicated to specific contexts, such as



hospitals [4], smart tourism [7] or emergency management [17]. TraceMeNow does not require
a strong knowledge of signal processing, communication techniques, or hardware since it offers
a series of libraries comprising of default implementations designed to be helpful in most cases,
as well as methods to customize existing functionalities and introduce new ones.

3. TraceMeNow

TraceMeNow supports programmers in developing applications comprising localization and
tracking capabilities providing interoperability between components thanks to its modular
architecture. The IPS implemented with the framework consists of mobile nodes, whose position
is unknown, and several localization nodes, with known locations, placed within the indoor
environment communicating with an application module acting as a server.

The position estimation and the communication between the nodes rely on BLE, a protocol
that already demonstrated its value in IPS [21] [22]. BLE is designed for short-range wireless
transmission of small amounts of data with low energy and cost, granting a convenient trade-
off between power consumption and accuracy [23]. TraceMeNow exploits the one-to-many
communication provided by BLE called broadcasting, enabling data sent to any listening device
in range. Specifically, the mobile nodes transmit BLE packets in broadcast, allowing the nearby
anchor node to detect and localize them. Another reason for using BLE is the high market
penetration of the protocol [22] that increases the hardware compatible with our framework
since nowadays, almost every smartphone, tablet, and smart device supports BLE or can be
equipped with cheap external modules.

TraceMeNow is designed to guide the developer through the implementation and integration
of the IPS within any application, thanks to the libraries available for each system component.
The framework proposes several default implementations useful in most scenarios as well
as methods to modify the existing features and/or introduce new ones. For instance, other
localization techniques can be used, or additional components can be included.

The modular architecture of TraceMeNow is illustrated in Figure 1 where each element
corresponds to a specific component of the IPS. The system includes mobile nodes, tracking
nodes, the communication protocol, and the application module. The mobile node can be
any device with a BLE and Wi-Fi interface on which an application built with TraceMeNow
is installed. This enables the node to continuously broadcast a message with some defined
information via BLE while the Wi-Fi interface is used to interact with the application module
using a specific communication protocol. A group of tracking nodes is responsible for the
localization process and consists of embedded systems supporting the two wireless technologies
used. TraceMeNow provides the localization system exploiting the BLE interface and the
communication protocol using Wi-Fi. The application module handles the whole IPS and can be
hosted on a Cloud or on-premise architecture. It contains a lightweight server engine, a database
to store the collected data, maintaining the global status of the system, and the TraceMeNow
communication protocol based on the Event/Notification system.



Figure 1: TraceMeNow general architecture.

The workflow of an IPS based on TraceMeNow is the following:

1. the mobile node continuously sends BLE packets in broadcast;
2. the nearby tracking node detects the packets, collects the information about the mobile

node, computes the distance, and sends all data through the Event/Notification system;
3. the Event/Notification system receives the message causing the generation of an event

triggering a notification;
4. the application module receives the notification about the new event, collects the attached

information, and executes the correspondent functions, if needed.

The modular architecture adopted in TraceMeNow allows developers implementing a fully
functional IPS easily and quickly using the libraries available for each component. In particular,
a series of default implementations provides the basic tracking and localization functionalities
as well as methods for communication and data storage. Moreover, the developer is supported in
customizing and extending the system functionalities. For instance, different position estimation
techniques can be integrated within the localization system, and the Event/Notification system
can handle additional events. Furthermore, the server engine exposes its functionalities using
a series of RESTFul APIs allowing developers to easily integrate the application module with
other components such as web app or visualization engines.

3.1. Mobile node

TraceMeNow provides a library to implement a mobile application that will turn any BLE device
into a BLE beacon, i.e., a node that continuously sends BLE packets in broadcast. These packets
are based on the iBeacon protocol, firstly developed by Apple but currently compatible with



a wide selection of hardware and operating systems. The iBeacon protocol defines a specific
data structure included in the BLE packet containing a Universal Unique Identifier (UUID) and
additional information [24].

The library is based on Android and comprehends all the dependencies and requirements
needed to build a ready-to-use application. The methods available help the developer to set
up, start and stop the broadcast transmission making the mobile node visible and detectable
by the tracking nodes. Moreover, functions exist to communicate with the application module
using the Event/Notification system. In detail, the mobile node can send a message to a topic
or subscribe to it to receive notifications when an event occurs. If the notifications are no
longer required, the node can unsubscribe from the topic. The developer can implement a
function triggered when a message is sent on a specific topic, defining the behavior of the node
in response to the notification.

3.2. Tracking node

The tracking node library is based on Javascript and runs over a NodeJS engine3 requiring a
device with a compatible operating system in addition to the BLE and Wi-Fi interfaces. The
methods included allow the developer to start and stop the scan of the room and communicate
with the application module using the Event/Notification system. Once the scanning is started,
the tracking node will automatically localize and track the mobile nodes within the range,
sending messages according to the events recorded. It is important to note that each tracking
node needs to be configured with the room number where it is placed to perform the localization
since the position must be known. The library provides specific methods supporting the addition
of new functionalities, such as introducing new actions in response to events. The default
configuration of TraceMeNow involves a series of Raspberry Pi boards as tracking nodes.
However, any hardware with Wi-Fi and BLE, compatible with NodeJS, can be used. Raspberry
Pi is a portable computer board with a Linux-based operating system particularly suitable for
indoor localization thanks to its low cost, low power consumption, and high availability of
built-in hardware like Wi-Fi and BLE module. The use of Raspberry Pi for indoor localization
is not a novelty in literature. Several works exist including these boards within their IPS
architecture [7] [18] [25].

Localization system The localization system of TraceMeNow is included in the tracking
node and the default implementation uses the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) to
estimate the position.

The RSSI is one of the most used methods for localization in IPS [26] since it does not require
additional hardware or complex software [9]. The RSSI value indicates the power signal strength
of a received radio signal. The higher the value, the smaller the distance between the sender
and the receiver. The default implementation present in the library uses the most commonly
adopted formula, described in Shang et al. [27], to estimate the distance between the mobile
node and the tracking node.

3NodeJS - https://nodejs.org

https://nodejs.org


The formula employing the RSSI is described below:

𝑑 = 10
(𝑃𝑡𝑥 −𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼)

10 · 𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠
• 𝑑: distance;
• 𝑃𝑡𝑥: transmit power of collector device;
• 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼 : Received Signal Strength Indicator;
• 𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠: path loss exponent.

3.3. Communication protocol: Event/Notification system

The Event/Notification system realizes the communication protocol of TraceMeNow exploiting
the MQTT protocol. MQTT is a lightweight publish/subscribe messaging protocol ideal for
connecting remote devices with a small code footprint and minimal network bandwidth4.

The system includes two MQTT topics for each event, with some exceptions that use only one
topic. The first one is the event topic, where the tracking node publishes the message indicating
the detection of an event. The second one is the notification topic, where the function triggered
by the event sends the processed data in the form of notification and where the components
interested in a particular event will subscribe. When a change in the IPS occurs, a message with
attached information is sent on the event topic, triggering a function. This function performs
some action and then publishes a response on the notification topic. The use of two or more
topics for each event type improves communication management granting more control to the
developer. For instance, the interested device can subscribe only to the notification topic where
the function will publish the elaborated data.

The framework provides a default implementation of the Event/Notification system, including
the most commonly occurring events that may happen within an IPS. However, custom events
can be easily implemented using TraceMeNow libraries, defining the related functions for each
of them.

The topics of the default Event/Notification system are shown in Table 1 and detailed below:

• device/new - contains the events related to the detection of a new mobile node. The
correspondent notify/new notification topic notifies all the subscribers every time a device
enters into the system;

• device/delete - contains the events related to the exit of a mobile node. The correspondent
notify/delete notification topic notifies all the subscribers every time a device leaves the
system;

• device/location - the position requests of a specific device. Publishing a message with
the uuid of the device of interest on this topic allows to receive the device position on
the correspondent notify/location/uuid notification topic, where the uuid will be the one
specified;

• notify/position/uuid - notifies all the subscribers every time the device position with the
specified uuid changes;

4MQTT - https://mqtt.org

https://mqtt.org


Table 1
TraceMeNow default Event/Notification system topics.

Event Notification

device/new notify/new
device/delete notify/delete
device/location notify/location/uuid

notify/position/uuid
notify/change/uuid

device/custom notify/custom

• notify/change/uuid - notifies all the subscribers every time the tracing node of the device
with the specified uuid changes, i.e., moves under the range of a node different from the
previous one.

All the messages exchanged through the MQTT protocol respect the default JSON format
depicted in Listing 1. However, following the customizable principle of TraceMeNow, the
developer can customize the message format adding additional values, modifying or removing
the existing ones. The default values are the following:

• uuid: unique identifier of the mobile node;
• lastPosition: distance in meters between the mobile node and the tracking node under

which it is located;
• lastSeen: time of the last interaction with the last seen tracking node;
• trackingNodeId: identifier of the last seen tracking node;
• roomNumber: identifier of the room where the device is located; the room corresponds

to the localization area of a tracking node.

{
"uuid": "XXXXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXXXXXX",
"lastPosition": "1.11",
"lastSeen": "11:11",
"trackingNodeId": "xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxxxx",
"roomNumber": "1"

}

Listing 1: MQTT Message format representing a device in the system.

3.4. Application module

The application module manages the whole IPS and includes the server engine, the database,
and the Event/Notification system. The server engine represents the core of the application
module connecting all the different components. It maintains the global status of the system



within a NoSQL database, storing all the information of the devices seen so far. Moreover, the
server engine handles all the application functionalities implementing the functions executed
in response to the events received through the Event/Notification system. For example, when
a message is published on the notify/location/uuid topic, the server executes a query on the
database to get the device position with the specified uuid.

TraceMeNow provides two different architectures for hosting the application module based
on the application requirements. The on-premise architecture is suited for small systems with
few devices involved and grants low cost if not null. The low requirements of the application
module enable the use of a regular computer for the execution. On the opposite side, when
facing scenarios with many devices involved, the cloud architecture grants the scalability and
the performance needed, keeping the costs low thanks to the appropriate use of the cloud
computing service models. TraceMeNow includes a library for each architecture handling all
the needed tasks automatically, from the connection with the database to the communication
with other components. However, the developer can customize each process and implement
additional functionalities, such as custom events and functions.

On-premise architecture The on-premise architecture implements the application module
using a series of Docker containers, ensuring high compatibility and making the installation
as quick and simple as possible. In detail, TraceMeNow provides a Docker Compose file
which includes all the dependencies and the services needed to execute the application module
exploiting the TraceMeNow image available on DockerHub5. The server engine is realized
through several Python modules while the Event/Notifications system is based on Eclipse
Mosquitto6, an open-source message broker based on the MQTT protocol. The database exploits
MongoDB7, a cross-platform NoSQL database with high scalability and flexibility. Finally, the
security of the architecture relies on the Transport Layer Security protocol.

Developers can add new functionalities following the standard workflow of TraceMeNow.
For instance, a new event can be introduced, creating one topic where it is generated, one where
the notification is provided, and defining the function triggered in response. The function can
be written in Python language, whose input parameters consist of the body of the message sent
on the event topic and the returned values are the response sent on the notification topic. Both
follow the JSON format defining a standard to follow simplifying the implementation process.

Cloud architecture The cloud architecture exploits cloud computing to realize the applica-
tion module. TraceMeNow handles all the processes regarding the cloud services, from their
creation to the integration within the IPS, abstracting the developer from the interaction with
the cloud provider.

The use of cloud in indoor localization is a growing trend thanks to the advantages provided,
such as easy maintenance, cost-effectiveness, agility, flexibility, scalability, and effective man-
agement [2]. The integration of cloud computing within an IPS is based on the computation
offloading process, a standard solution used in the Internet of Things (IoT) field to overcome the

5TraceMeNow Image - https://hub.docker.com/r/isislab/trace-me-now
6Eclipse Mosquitto - https://mosquitto.org
7MongoDB - https://www.mongodb.com
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https://mosquitto.org
https://www.mongodb.com


limits in computational power and memory of the devices. Computational offloading transfers
intensive computational tasks from the local to an external environment, such as a cloud server,
granting the high scalability needed to manage thousands of devices or large scenarios.

The application module for the cloud architecture employs Amazon Web Services (AWS)8.
The server engine is realized using AWS Lambda functions9, the serverless service of AWS. A
serverless function is a block of code that can be run on cloud with zero administration since the
provider automatically allocates the resources needed for the execution. Moreover, the serverless
paradigm follows the event-driven model meaning that a function is triggered in response to a
defined event, making it particularly suited for IPS. TraceMeNow uses Lambda functions to
perform the actions in response to the events and manage interaction with the other components.
The Event/Notification system is based on AWS IoT Core10 acting as the MQTT broker. The
service enables the integration of IoT devices with other AWS resources like AWS Lambda. The
database is implemented through Amazon DynamoDB11, a serverless key-value and document
database with high performance and high scalability. The interaction with the application
module relies on Amazon API Gateway12, a service for the creation and management of APIs.
In detail, the APIs represent the trigger of the Lambda functions, working as entry points. For
instance, any database operation is performed using the endpoint provided by API Gateway.
Finally, the system security is based on AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM)13 that
enables the access management to the AWS services using specific roles and policies enhancing
the privacy protection within applications. Moreover, all the tracking nodes need to have an
AWS PEM certificate to access the environment.

All the services required in the cloud architecture can be deployed using dedicated scripts
provided by TraceMeNow. After their execution, the resulting environment will be up and
running with the following resources:

• a group of Lambda functions related to the default events;
• an IoT Core instance configured to trigger the default Lambda functions;
• a group of API Gateway APIs acting as the entry points for the default Lambda functions;
• a DynamoDB database;
• a new IAM role and a new IAM policy.

The developer can add new events and functions without using the AWS console, thanks to
specific scripts abstracting the interaction with the provider. In detail, the new Lambda function
can be written in Python code whose input parameters and returned values follow the same
rules of the on-premise architecture. A new API Gateway represents the entry point, while the
IoT core provides the implementation of the trigger event generated when a message comes
from a specific MQTT topic. The function deployment is done automatically through the scripts
making the integration phase as simple as possible.

8Amazon Web Services (AWS) - https://aws.amazon.com
9AWS Lambda - https://aws.amazon.com/lambda

10AWS IoT Core - https://aws.amazon.com/iot-core
11Amazon DynamoDB - https://aws.amazon.com/dynamodb
12Amazon API Gateway - https://aws.amazon.com/api-gateway
13AWS IAM - https://aws.amazon.com/iam
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https://aws.amazon.com/lambda
https://aws.amazon.com/iot-core
https://aws.amazon.com/dynamodb
https://aws.amazon.com/api-gateway
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4. Use Case: Attendance Management System

This section describes an application developed with TraceMeNow designed for a real-world
scenario to demonstrate the flexibility and ease of use of our framework. We developed the
Attendance Management System (AMS) that helps to track employees’ attendance, monitoring
their presence and punctuality by exploiting indoor localization. The application complete code
is available on GitHub14.

Employee attendance tracking is a priority for many employers, making it easier to schedule
work shifts and identify any attendance issues. Nowadays, offices and factories provide access
badges to their employees to report the start, the end of the work shift, and the breaks, checking
the respect of the working time. However, this kind of system is not safe and can be easily
tricked, for example, by clocking in and then leaving the workplace or by giving the badge to a
colleague who clocks in for multiple employees not present. Therefore, access badges are not
reliable and, in addition, the infrastructure needed to realize the system is usually expensive
since it requires proprietary hardware and software and frequent maintenance.

An architecture composed of an IPS and an application specifically designed can overcome
the problems of traditional access card systems, introducing innovative solutions. The AMS
developed with TraceMeNow aims to be one of these solutions, providing an effective and
low-cost system easy to install and maintain. The idea is to turn employees’ smartphones into
badges using an Android application. A group of devices installed within the workplace senses
the employees’ movements and reports the information to a central server monitoring the
building. The application provides a registration phase to gain the information and the working
time of the employee. Based on that data, the smartphone shows a notification if the user leaves
the building during the work shift, asking for a reason. All the information acquired and the
movements detected are registered within a database accessible through a web interface. The
use of TraceMeNow reduces the cost and the effort needed to create AMS since the default
implementations included in the libraries already provide the basis for all the components. In
addition, the installation of the IPS is easy since the Raspberry Pi boards can be used as the
tracking node and placed everywhere within the building, thanks to their tiny size. Finally, the
upfront investment is small considering that smartphones with BLE are widely used, Raspberry
Pi boards are cheap, and the server does not require any specific requirements.

4.1. Android application

The Android application15 developed using the mobile node library turns the smartphone into
an access badge automatically detected and tracked when located within the workplace. On the
first start, a registration form is shown where the employee inserts name and working time to
sign-up to the system. When activated, the badge constantly sends BLE packets in broadcast
with the employee data allowing the tracking nodes to identify and track them. Using this
mechanism, the badge is automatically registered as soon as it goes in or out of the building.
AMS can notice if the employee leaves the workplace during the shift by sending a notification
on the smartphone. The application does not allow other operations until a reason for the

14TraceMeNow: Attendance Management System - https://bit.ly/attendance-management-system
15TraceMeNow: AMS Android Application - https://bit.ly/ams-android-application

https://bit.ly/attendance-management-system
https://bit.ly/ams-android-application


Figure 2: The AMS Android application.

movement is provided. Finally, the badge can be disabled when needed, such as when the
employee is not at work or whenever the localization should not be performed. The overall
interface of the Android application is shown in Figure 2.

4.2. Detector

The tracking node library transforms the Raspberry Pi boards into detectors16, allowing them
to scan the building and detect the employees’ smartphones. The boards communicate with the
central server reporting the information collected through the Event/Notification system. The
default implementation of TraceMeNow already provides the mobile node detection, position
estimation, and data report without requiring additional coding, simplifying the development
of the tracking node application.

4.3. Central server

The central server17 handling AMS uses the application module library hosted on the on-premise
architecture. The default implementation realizes the data collection and the communication
with the boards and the smartphones. However, some additional events and functions are needed
to realize AMS. In detail, the system needs to get the information about all the employees, those
within the workplace or who left it at least once, in addition to the registration phase. The
Event/Notification system allows the central server managing all the events detected within the
building. Whenever a new device is detected, the database is updated and accessed to check if
the employee is late. On the other hand, when a badge is no longer within the workplace, the
server controls if the work shift is finished and, if not, sends a notification to the smartphone
asking for a reason.

16TraceMeNow: AMS Detector - https://bit.ly/ams-detector
17TraceMeNow: AMS Central Server - https://bit.ly/ams-central-server

https://bit.ly/ams-detector
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Figure 3: The AMS web interface displaying all the employees in the building.

Figure 4: The AMS web interface displaying the arrival of notifications.

4.4. Web interface

A web interface18 built from scratch using React19 provides access to all the data of the system,
including employees’ information and notifications responses. Even though TraceMeNow does
not provide a specific library for a web client, its design helps the programmer developing the
interface effortlessly using the application module libraries. In detail, the Event/Notification
system allows the update of the visualized data in real-time, triggering a function each time
an event of interest occurs. Figure 3 shows the admin dashboard displaying all the employees
within the building and Figure 4 depicts the arrival of notifications.

18TraceMeNow: AMS Web Interface - https://bit.ly/ams-web-interface
19React - https://it.reactjs.org

https://bit.ly/ams-web-interface
https://it.reactjs.org


5. Conclusion

In this work, we presented TraceMeNow, an open-source framework for developing applications
exploiting a BLE-based IPS using low-cost hardware and without requiring specific knowledge.
TraceMeNow aims to provide a simple and valuable tool suitable for different situations and
accessible for any developers with low experience in localization systems, signal processing, and
communication technologies. The modular architecture of our framework grants interoperability
between components providing dedicated libraries for each one. Developers are supported
in all phases of the implementation, with default functionalities useful in most situations. In
addition, TraceMeNow includes methods to customize every aspect of the components or add
additional features. The IPS based on TraceMeNow consists of mobile nodes, whose position is
unknown, localized by a group of tracking nodes with known locations placed within the indoor
environment. An application module manages the whole system realizing the communication
protocol and the data storage. It can be hosted either on a cloud architecture or an on-premise one
allowing the developer to choose according to the requirements while still maintaining the same
ease of use. Full documentation and other material is available on GitHub20. TraceMeNow is
still under active development. Future work includes refining the existing methods, introducing
additional default implementations, and extending the compatibility with hardware and cloud
providers. We plan to introduce the support to other operative systems, like iOS, and further
BLE modules. The NodeJS library21 used is compatible only with specific models, even if the
most common ones. Although the developer can easily change the library, a more generalized
approach is preferred. Moreover, we intend to support other cloud providers besides AWS, such
as Microsoft Azure22 and Google Cloud Platform23. Finally, different techniques for localization
can be introduced as default implementation, allowing the developer to choose between a more
accurate or a more rough position based on the requirements of the IPS.
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